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New Appointments
September 4, 2020－Hong Kong Chiho Environmental Group (the “Company”) is pleased to
announce that Mr. Pradeep Kumar has joined the Company on September 1, 2020 as the COO for
Asia (excluding Greater China). He will be responsible for the Company’s scrap metal and motor
dismantling operations and partnerships in India, Malaysia, and Thailand. Pradeep will report to Mr.
Marc Breidenbach, the COO of the Group.
Pradeep Kumar, 40 years old, has more than 15 years of working experience in industrial equipment,
materials, and the chemical industry. His previous assignments include strategic planning, business
development, digitalization and Business Director for the Indian Sub-Continent and South East Asia.
Mr. Kumar has a bachelor's degree in chemical engineering and a master's degree in business
administration (Marketing & Operations) from Symbiosis University, Pune.
The Company also welcomes Mr. Kevin Wang who joined our Greater China operations in Beijing
on September 1, 2020 as the Head of Technical Operations. He will be responsible for project
investment management, production, maintenance, engineering and HSEQ departments. Kevin will
report to the COO of the Group.
Kevin Wang, 42 years old, has more than 15 years working experience in the engineering industry
and in chemicals. In his previous career, Kevin focused on corporate strategy, project management,
engineering and production as well as technology development. Kevin has a master and a bachelor’s
degree in chemical engineering from East China University of Science and Technology. Kevin also
joined several course programs at London School of Economics and Political Science and at
Wharton Business School at the University of Pennsylvania.

Commenting on Mr. Kumar’s appointment, CEO of the Company, Mr. Rafael Suchan said, “We are
delighted to welcome Mr. Kumar as the COO of Asia. His appointment will benefit us in enhancing
the management of the various sites and partnerships the Company has across Asia.” Commenting
also on Mr. Wang’s appointment, Mr. Suchan said, “Mr Wang brings an extensive experience in
investment project execution, operational performance improvement and continuous development, as
well as enhancing our existing technical capabilities. Another important task for Mr. Wang is to take
lead in the transfer of the Company’s technical expertise of our ELV, shredding and post shredding
technology from Germany to China for the establishment of our ELV operations in China.”
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